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Moving from erroneous perception to accurate perspective! The first book I read by Andy Andrews was
"The Heart Mender." Since it was such a delightful publication, I wanted to read more of his writings.
Last week I stumbled upon "THE TINY Things." It was a remedy to prayer. I am a Senior grandmother
who has reached a challenging season of life. I've had an excellent life for which I praise God. However
now, when I am almost 80 years old, you can easily believe that my years of usefulness are behind me.
Get your duplicate today!) It was time to modification my perspective! I have usually believed that God
has a purpose for us as long as we are living on this earth, but I wasn't "practicing what I preached." It is
usually good to possess another perspective to find. I wholeheartedly recommend this outstanding
publication... I certainly love this book I absolutely love this publication. I've learned so much. Some silly
and some very important to business and everyday activity. This is not just any reserve to "read," this is a
book to "LIVE!. Little Things. End up being excellent.. It attained my home on Friday evening, I finally
made a decision to get some sleep and then completed it Saturday morning. Every “little factor” Andy
discusses is usually significant in business, will improve relationships and is extremely relevant in our
world today. In fact, it would make a wonderful graduation present! Anyone can learn from it Set yourself
apart. Obtaining another perspective on the “small stuff” was enlightening..a realignment with the tiny
things. Yeah, this is just what I needed. Andy Andrews simply released his new reserve The Little
Things..Big Difference - A Must Read! I can't put it down." Always quick to create me smile, ponder and
question. I wish everyone taught these Small Things to their kids at any age. Forever grateful for the
composing, teaching and noticing Andy shares as he entertains me with phrases and curiosities! I will
This year's best gift to grads! You can practice; It must be required reading for high school kids preparing
for adulthood. This is a great read. I got it yesterday and couldn't put it down! Andy shares several
examples where small things actually mattered. I especially love what he stated about change.! I
recommend this book to anyone attempting to grow and am specific you will gain a different perspective
that may set you aside and ensure continued success. Interesting and thought provoking Quick read with
brief chapters. Andy's books usually help in some way! Great Read Great Read as usually. How can you
peel a banana? Learn the answer compared to that question and much more you likely have never even
regarded as in THE TINY Things simply by Andy Andrews.I've browse most if not all the books Andy
Andrews has written up to now and his latest will not disappoint. That is clearly a guarantee. He is, after
all, a Professional Noticer and you will be glad he has noticed these 15 "little stuff" and chosen to share
them around through this little book. I learned a whole lot and would recommend this book to
others."Learn the role an atmosphere rifle played in the Lewis and Clark Expedition, how a fistful of
fingernails helped decide the Battle of Waterloo, how an experience on his 6th grade football team helped
The Traveler's Gift get published. It will probably remind you of truths you once knew and most likely
reveal some brand-new truths aswell. It will definitely not be a boring trip. As constantly his books make
you see things, often regular commonly accepted items, like peeling a banana with a new perspective. I
recommend you get your duplicate today and problem your perspective. After all, "Perspective may be
the only thing that can dramatically change the outcomes without changing the specifics.This little book
can help you choose to see life with a different perspective and that could change your life for the better.
It really is all here and even more. After scanning this excellent book, I've realized that my adverse
outlook offers been the consequence of an erroneous perception of this time of year (and that of several
others. Our Pastor assigned this book as our church’s summer read. It might be the very best $9.86
investment in yourself you ever make. New perspective Thank goodness we've people who have differing
opinions compared to the tired clichés you listen to all your lifestyle. Like "Practice makes ideal" I
believed that until I read that somebody said "Practice makes long term.! but you may end up being
practicing the wrong manner, so it's not perfect nonetheless it will make it permanent." Many thanks,
Andy Andrews, for encouraging me to change my perspective to God's perspective--for emphasizing the



significance of looking after the little points, and for reminding me that God's Best may be the very Best
for me personally at every juncture of my life. It just might make you change how you go about existence
for the better. Andy Andrews reminds me of things I learned way back when.. Buy it for a gift. Andy
Andrews reminds me of things We learned long ago . His perspective always gives me a clean look at my
own. Not really preachy, but it does get you thinking about things. Each you have an interesting anecdote
that illustrates the way the smallest detail occasionally makes a huge difference.! Great Read Andy is
amazing. he hardly ever disappoints Good read! You will be pleased you did. I enjoyed it greatly.. Listed
below are the little points you will learn even more about in this book, little things like a one, several
nails, taking criminal offense, a 3-letter issue, a sixteenth of an inches, quitting, the other end, a rise in
understanding, perspective, an air rifle, being different, a half-nickel, switch, the best and starting our eyes
from what is already there. More from Andy Nothing at all earthshakingly new but reminders of life-
changing concepts, repackaged and presented within an interesting and helpful way. Good reminders to
remind us of where we want to go. Five Stars Amazing author. Good message, too many side tangents.
Keeps you interested!! Amazing book! This was an excellent book. I have read some of the author's other
functions and was looking towards this. I listened to the audio version and I suspect the intro to the sound
is a lot different than the beginning of the printed edition. Although I love the premise of the reserve; I
think the author spent a bit too enough time "down a rabbit hole" as he once phrased his side tangents.
Even though some good sub-stories and a standard valuable message, it appeared like the reserve didn't
have a singular focus and didn't movement together smoothly.
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